
Teaching Controversial Topics in Challenging Times 
 

The 2020-2021 school year is presenting educators with unprecedented challenges. We 
are teaching in a time of significant social unrest and political polarization. Topics are bound to 
emerge across the curriculum that will invite potentially disruptive and harmful interactions. This 
document provides a strategy to navigate these difficult scenarios.  
 
Taking an Inquiry Stance - Teaching Skills for Democractic Citizenship 

● An opportunity to turn challenging scenarios into teachable moments for demoractic 
citizenship skills 

● Centers teaching and learning around inquiry skills 
○ Asking open-ended questions 
○ Conducting high quality research using digital media literacy skills 
○ Analyzing evidence  
○ Considering multiple perspectives 

■ Using “Mirrors and Windows” and teaching students to do the same 
● Mirrors: How has my worldview been shaped by my lived 

experience? 
● Windows: How might others view the world differently from me?  

○ Embracing deliberation and the need for complex solutions to complex problems 
● Pivoting to these skills rather than specific topics that can derail a lesson plan or put 

teachers at undue risk will help as we navigate these challenging times. 
Inappropriate Strategies  

● Full and/or passionate political disclosure 
○ “People who ____ are racists” 
○ Advocating a position while using any current political slogan  
○ Any kind of statement that puts students (and the families watching at home) in a 

defensive stance rather than a space where they are open to learn and grow 
● Privilege Walk Trap 

○ Using a students personal experiences to make a point about privilege or 
perspective  

● Neutrality 
○ “There are good points to be made on either side” 

■ This is both sometimes untrue and potentially harmful to students (and 
the families watching at home) who are in marginalized communities 

■ This can also come off as disingenuous - the students know that we have 
perspectives and opinions 

● The challenge is removing focus from WHAT our views are to HOW we use our 
democractic citizenship skills to form and continually evaluate them.  

 
 


